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PART _ A

Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. Differentiate between Swissprot and TTEMBL.

2' what do you mean by a primary database ? Give exampres.

3. Give an account of FASTA sequence format.

4. what are the applications of bioinformatics in agricutture ?

5. Enlist the ingredients required for a pcH experiment.

6. what is the basic principre behind spectrophotometry ?

PART _ B

Answer any 6 questions. Each carries 2 marks.

7. Enlist the major differences between pAIVr and BLosUM matrices.

8' Protein Data Bank is considered as a major resource for a bioinformatician.
whv ?

I' what are the apprications of chromatography in biorogy ?

10. what is a phylogenetic tree ? Enlist main features of the same.
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11. Give out the major principte behind Electrophoresis'

12. Give an account of the absorption spectra of proteins and nucleic acids'

13'Differentiatebetweenstructuralandfunctiona|genomics,

14. what are the differences between paper and thin-layer chromatography ?

PART _ C

Answer any 4 questions' Each carries 3 marks'

15. How biological databases are classified based on type of data ?

-16. what is BLAST ? Enlist the different types of BLAST programs available in

NCBI.

17. Give an a0count of the major concepts in molecular modelling'

18. Outline the steps involved in PCR amplification'

lg.Whatisditferentia|centrifugation?En|istitsapp|ications.

20. what are dot matrices ? Graphically represent a Dotptot comparing two

sequences.

PART _ D

Answer any 2questions' Each carries 5 marks'

21. sequence alignment forms an integral part of biological research' write an

essay on the ioncepts and tocls used in the same'

22. Discuss the molecular biology techniques employed for the separation and

analYsis of biomolecules'

23. Write short descriptions about the following'

a) Applications of bioinformatics in drug design

b) Nucleotide databases

' c) Beer Lambert's Law

d) ComPutational Proteomics'

24. Discuss the nature and types of biological data and its trends' Also give an

account of the major biological databases'


